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THORNTON'S GCSE SUCCESS
We welcomed back our Thornton students, after a long
Summer of waiting, to collect their GCSE results. We
greeted pupils, parents and staff to celebrate a fantastic
set of results from all our students.
Our students were faced with challenges which Cundall
hasn’t ever faced, however all of our students persevered
and it paid off with the results they attained. The day was
full of smiles from everyone and we were very proud of
them all.
Mrs Kirby was especially pleased with Thornton, as she
said: “While this year has been incredibly challenging for
all, our hard-working pupils showed their commitment
and resilience throughout the build-up to lockdown and
throughout an unprecedented time in school history.”

“It was wonderful to still see our pupils’ tangible excitement
today and they are finally able to look to the future again
and the next step towards their dream career.”
This year showed that although the year was interupted
and our students were met with changes they hadn’t
anticipated, their hard work at the start of the year gave
them the drive to keep on going, which they certainly
benefited from today.
Mrs Kirby added: “Some of our pupils have been at Cundall
since they were 2 years old and we are very delighted to
be able to celebrate with them and know that the Cundall
values and ethos will help shape them as they continue to
make us proud in whichever path they choose. Good luck
to all of you as you reach your next stage in life.”
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MICHA ELMAS

AXE THROWING

ART TRIP TO THE HEPWORTH

GCSE Art Students went to visit the Hepworth Art Gallery.
They used this trip to inspire their work and also viewed
some of our own pupils who starred in Disobedient Bodies:
JW Anderson curated The Hepworth Wakefield back in
2017. It was a very inspirational day for all the students,
starting off their initial ideas for the wonderful artwork they
ended up creating.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
We are so very proud of Ruby who has been Making a
Difference by donating 9 inches of hair to the Little Princess
Trust. Last summer Ruby generously donated her hair
to this fabulous charity. Her generous donation will help
provide real hair wigs to children and young people who
have lost their own hair through cancer treatment or other
conditions.
We were just as proud of Harry as well who raised over
£600 for ‘World Bicycle Relief’ by pedalling away.
Well done both of you for making such a difference!

To kick off the Michealmas term, Mr Bayne hosted our
very own House Axe Throwing competition. Pupils and
teachers from across the school had the chance to throw
a total of six axes at a target, each axe landed counted as
1 house point.
It was great to see everyone getting involved and
participating, we even had a couple of pupils land an
impressive 6 out of 6 axes.
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WWI
INTERACTIVE
DAY

The school was immersed in a WW1 themed day,
welcoming a time-travelling WW1 Sergeant to the gym
who told pupils all about his experiences. He also brought
some state-of-the-art VR headsets which gave pupils
a real-time experience of what happens in a trench.
Elsewhere, our subject teachers got into the spirit, looking
into the history and significance of WW1.
The games department also involved the pupils by carrying
out similar drills and activities to which WW1 soldiers
would have done. The music department focussed on
the importance that music had during that time, students
playing and using instruments from that time as well as
famous pieces. Overall it was a very immersing day for all
students, teaching them some key points in history with a
fun twist.
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LAMDA
SUCCESS

After a long summer of waiting for the all-important LAMDA
certificates to appear, they finally arrived at school at the
end of September! All the students who took their exams
in March passed and their teachers are very proud of the
work they did whilst preparing for these exams.

AFRICAN
DANCING
Building on their topic work, Form 3 enjoyed a wonderful
morning of dance. Mr Clay organised an African Dance
workshop that gave our pupils a brilliant insight of what a
war dance might look like. What a brilliant morning.
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FANTASY FOOTBALL

CONKER
COMPETITION

Our annual Conker Competition proved a smashing
success again this year as our pupils battled it out to be
crowned Conker Champion 2020. Winners in Pre Prep and
forms 1-4 were presented with their bespoke, handcrafted
medals by Mr Couttie. Great fun for all.

Congratulations to Joseph who was Mr
Denmark’s Fantasy Football League winner for
a second season in a row.
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F2 TRIP TO
EDEN CAMP

LECKBY WILLOW WEAVING

Leckby pupils enjoyed a weaving workshop with our
friends from ‘Dragon Willow.’ Our pupils made intricate
woven baskets using willow and the results looked
fabulous.

The immersive displays at Eden Camp brought history
to life for the children in Form 2. To support their topic
work. They were able to experience the sights, sounds
and smells of life on the Home Front and the Front Line
during the Second World War.

PP1 FIRE OF
LONDON

PUMPKIN COMPETITION

PP1 have been learning about the Great Fire of London
in their topic sessions. They have discovered where the
fire started, when it happened and how long it burned
for. To recreate the events of 1666, PP1 made houses
and discussed the materials used to build houses back in
the 17th Century. Then Mr Jackson helped set fire to the
bakery to demonstrate how the fire spread.
Our annual pumpkin competition proved to be a huge
sucess. After tough deliberations, and lots of smiles, the
winners of the pumpkin competition were decided, well
done to them and you should all be proud of your designs.
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WELLY WANGING

It may not be part of the usual Wednesday curriculum
plan, but we decided to mix things up this term through a
unique triathlon.
We have a well-earned reputation for quirky events
throughout the year including a high velocity go-kart race,
and a trebuchet challenge. This term teachers wanted
pupils to try something new and organised a ‘Welly
Triathlon’ for the pupils with each child competing for their
school house.
As well as the triathlon, pupils had to show their artistic
talents by decorating their wellington boots before racing
in them. The pinnacle of the day was the coordinated
welly wanging, in which pupils had to launch their boots
as far as they could – with varying success. Mrs Kirby said:
“Events like this really do bring out the best in our children
and community and in these difficult times, we wanted to
give our children something to really look forward to and
enjoy.”

“We know that our pupils really love getting stuck into a
task and something as simple as welly wanging can bring
our pupils together. It was wonderful to hear their laughter
and see the smiles on everyone’s faces.” Pupils as young
as 4 participated in the event with over 200 pupils getting
to grips with the unique triathlon. Each pupil competed
for their school house, with the winning house receiving a
special prize at the end of the year.
Mr Liley, organised the event. He said: “It was a really fun
day for our pupils and particularly necessary on the eve
of a second national lockdown. We were lucky enough
to benefit from some glorious weather and I was really
pleased to see all our pupils giving it their all throughout
the entire event.”
“We have a well-deserved reputation for our efforts on
the sports field and in the absence of games against other
schools, we wanted our pupils to translate their energy
into something completely new and fun for them to enjoy.”
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CHILDREN IN NEED

REMEMBRANCE DAY
We gathered as a school to remember and reflect those
lives that are so important to us all.
Lest we forget.

We joined in the fundraising for Children in Need. A series
of fun events took place across the school.
Form 1 baked fairy buns as a Children in Need treat but
also as they had been learning about instruction writing in
English, they sure looked good.
Nursery enjoyed getting dressed up and had great fun
supporting Children in Need. Thank you for all your
donations.
Pupils in Main School competed in a hunt to seek out all of
the Pudsey faces across the school field.
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LANGUAGES
MORNING
Languages morning proved a cultural extravaganza
with the languages department encouraging the school
to delve into the diverse history and cultures of Mexico,
France and Spain to name but a few, while brushing up on
their language skills.

REPEATING PATTERNS
PP1 had been studying repeating patterns in mathematics.
To help visualise this, Mrs Woods & Mrs Potter took PP1
to the Wild Wood to create a series of repeating patterns
using sticks, bark and different coloured leaves.
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STEAM WEEK
Our pupils steamed ahead with a week of events to widen
their knowledge of Science, Technology, Engineering, the
Arts and Mathematics.

Mrs Thyne, said: “STEAM week across Key Stage 2
looked like a fabulous and fun way to tackle a wide range
of engaging tasks. It was lovely to see our pupils rise
to the challenges set by our staff and have the chance
to explore higher order skills like critical thinking and
problem solving.”

A week of dedicated events across the Prep school helped
pupils develop their problem-solving skills through a range
of fun tasks.

One of the favourite tasks enjoyed by pupils was to create
a functional parachute that would help safely guide an egg
to the ground after being dropped from the second floor.
Elsewhere Form 4 pupils worked through everything from
coding a disco to creating a structure out of plasticine that
was robust enough to hold a mandarin.

Over 100 pupils took part in a variety of tasks across
the week. Pupils as young as 7 had to find solutions
to challenges that encouraged critical thinking and
teamwork. Some of the challenges included creating a
lighthouse with integrated electrics, constructing a variety
of buildings and bridges and coding.

STEAM week is the latest in a series of deep dives into
areas of the curriculum for pupils at the school. Earlier this
term pupils enjoyed art week which celebrated creativity
in the classroom and saw pupils create carnival masks
and curate a ‘dig for victory’ garden amongst many other
activities.
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RECEPTION
NATIVITY

HOUSE MINI
BUS TUG
OF WAR

A huge well done to all of Reception for
such a fabulous performance of their
nativity. We are all very proud of you and
all your hard work paid off.

Our pupils were treated to a unique house competition that
had a minibus-sized twist. Our ever-adventurous games
department organized a friendly House Tug of War, that
had our pupils motivated and moving minibuses in no time.
First one across the finishing line wins. Congratulations to
everyone who helped gain the sought-after house points.
Mr Liley, was the man behind the fun event. He said:
“With the current health emergency, we can’t engage with
sport in the same way we would normally. Events like the
tug of war break up the training programmes and interhouse games but also allow for our pupils to try something
different, fun and memorable.”

PRICKLY HAY
Thank you to everyone who attended
our special online nativity performance
of Prickly Hay. We think our PP1 & PP2
pupils were fabulous and what a lovely
way it was to begin the festive season.

He added: “It is not every day that you get to race your
school friends in a minibus tug of war. Our pupils had a
great time and it was lovely seeing the smiles on their
faces as they competed.”
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CAROL SERVICE

SANTA RUN
It certainly looked like Christmas had arrived early as
scores of children took inspiration from Santa and dressed
up as the big man to raise money for two worthy causes.
Pupils took on a Festive Santa Run to raise funds for
Shelter and Yorkshire Air Ambulance by completing a
dash across the school’s grounds. The pupils donned
their best festive attire and completed the course in chilly
conditions across a two day period, with funds being
raised in excess of £2,000.
Bob Smailes, Yorkshire Air Ambulance Fundraising
Manager (East and North East Yorkshire) said: “We would
like to say a huge thank you to Cundall Manor School for
their generosity and support and for raising more than
£1,000 for Yorkshire Air Ambulance (YAA). It has been a
challenging year for the YAA with many of our events being
cancelled throughout the year, but we have received such
tremendous support from fundraisers such as Cundall
Manor School and we’re incredibly grateful. The money
raised will help greatly towards the £12,000 a day it costs
to keep both of our helicopters flying over Yorkshire and
saving lives.”
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The Carol Service at Ripon Cathedral is always a highlight
of the school year and this year was no different. Please
enjoy the video of this year’s carol service filmed at the
Cathedral of the Dales. We may not have been able to
gather together this year, but our fabulous readers, choirs
and vocalists certainly brought the Carol Service into our
homes this year.

ICE RINK
Pupils thoroughly enjoyed their end of term festive treat!
This being the temporary installation of our own ice rink in
school. Everyone had lots of fun and it was a fantastic way
to end the term.
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LENT

CREPES AND
PANCAKES

FRUIT
KEBABS

100
CHALLENGE

Form 6 had a super time making crêpes in French, they
talked about La Chandeleur which is a French festival
where crêpes are eaten, traditionally to use up all the
wheat before the next harvest. It was also to welcome in
the Spring as it was thought the round crêpes symbolized
the sun rising and the days becoming longer.

Miss Eckart’s English Group had lots of fun following a
recipe to make Fruit and Marshmallow Kebabs. The
children have been looking at instruction texts and
followed the recipe to make a delicious snack!

Our pupils from Form 1-6 took part in Cundall’s 100
Challenge! This was in memory of Captain Sir Tom Moore
who famously did 100 laps of his garden before his 100th
birthday to raise money for the NHS. Pupils were given
the challenge to come up with an activity that they could
perform 100 times.
The activities pupils did varied from 100 forwards rolls,
kakas, laps of the garden, up and down the stairs, jumping
on a trampoline, press-ups, star jumps to name a few!
Pupils in school ran 100 laps of the school in teams of 5
and this made up 6.6km in total.
Well done to all who took part and thank you to Captain
Tom for the inspiration.
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Throughout lockdown we ran our Woofer Walking
Wednesdays encouraging the children to wrap up warm
and take their dogs out for a good long walk (parents were
invited too.) If you didn’t possess a dog then some pupils
even borrowed one for an hour.

WOOFER WALKING
WEDNESDAYS

The majority of us are surrounded by amazing countryside
and we wanted everyone to take advantage of it and reap
the benefits that it provides, physically and mentally. It was
also time to get away from the computer screens.
Unfortunately critical worker pupil’s were unable to bring
in their dogs, however we solved that problem with the
loan of a few dogs that various staff members brought in.

BE AMAZING
WALK
On Wednesday 3rd March, pupils in Prep School set out
on a special themed dog walk to mark the first anniversary
of the passing of Mr Woods. Mr Liley asked pupils to
take in a lap of a local cricket club nearby or make any
other reference to cricket. We have plenty of wonderful
examples. #BeAmazing
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RACE FOR LIFE

WORLD
BOOK DAY
Race For Life involved pupils from the ages of 4 to 13. They
were to walk, jog or run around our challenging course in
fancy dress, some even chose to run three-legged!
Mrs Bessey said: “The Race for Life is a well-established
event in the school calendar. Obviously, this year we
had to postpone the event until lockdown ended but we
couldn’t return to school without having some fun and
raising money for this fabulous cause.”

The English Department were incredibly impressed with
all of the Mad Hatter hat entries as part of the World Book
Day celebrations.
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“Over the past few years, we have raised thousands of
pounds for an unbelievable charity. The whole school
community supports the event, so it is something that
really brings everyone together, all whilst raising money
for a wonderful cause. Most of us know someone who
has been affected by cancer and we all have our special
reasons for taking part and wanting to help more people
survive.”
The school raised over £2,500 including gift aid. A huge
thank you to everyone who contributed to a wonderful
fundraiser.
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CHOCOLATE CAKE RACE
Congratulations to all pupils that competed in our annual
Chocolate Cake Race. Blessed by the weather, pupils had
to complete 2 laps of the field.
With Pre-Prep’s turn of the Chocolate Cake Race, pupils
had to complete 1½ Laps of the field before they could
tuck into the chocolate cake. It was a brilliant effort by
everyone. Well done Pre-Prep!
A big well done to Tudors who claimed the eponymous
prize.
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KITE FESTIVAL

RED NOSE DAY

It was brilliant to see the sky full of kites across the school
grounds, our wonderful pupils used a range of materials
to create some intricate designs and they sure did look
great.
Red Nose day brought with it the usual quirky activities. In
the afternoon we gathered to hold a red nose and spoon
competition, Well done to those students that got involved
and thank you for all the kind donations to such a good
cause.
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SUMM ER

CUNDALL
TRIATHALON

THE CIRCUS
Swim, Bike and Run - all in a day’s work for our children
who thoroughly enjoyed the annual Triathlon challenge.
Well done everyone, you certainly deserved a nice hot
drink! A wonderful event and great to see so many smiling
faces while competing. You all put in every bit of effort you
had and it paid off! This event will certainly happen again
next year after such a great turnout!
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Roll up, roll up! The circus came to town.
Pupils in Form 1 to Form 4 welcomed our friends from
‘Circus Sensible’. They came in to provide a fun filled
day of activities and masterclasses which our students
thoroughly enjoyed.
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LOW MILL

MARRICK
PRIORY
Our pupils were very excited to be welcomed to Marrick
Priory as their first visitors of the season.
As ever, the activities were thoroughly enjoyed by all and
provided great challenge as well as fun. They indulged in
activites including a high ropes course, rock climbing, with
team building and orienteering skills.

Low Mill is an annual trip which all pupils enjoy, it teaches
skills which they shall remember and ones which they
wouldn’t have learned in the classroom. Pupils enjoyed
activities such as gorge walking, got very wet but had a
great time and displayed excellent team work.

We have been visiting the site for many years and it is part
of our school year tradition, so having the ability to be the
first school back there was very special and meant our
students were some of the first to try out their new kit!
The weather held out and it was a great time for our
students, enjoying themselves whilst also learning skills
they wouldn’t usually cover in the classroom.
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CHARITY WALK

The charity walk is a lovely end of half-term tradition. Taking
in some of the beautiful countryside we are blessed with.
Our pupils, teachers and their dogs, covered the distance
with big smiles and muddy boots.
We were raising money for Yorkshire Air Ambulance.
Thank you to everyone that donated and well done to
those of you that took part in the walk.

ADVENTURE
DAY
Pre-Prep enjoyed their Adventure Day. They took part
in lots of fun activities including: exploring the tipis, den
building, blindfolded ropes course, scavenger hunt and
toasting marshmallows on the fire. What intrepid explorers
we have in Pre-Prep!

MINNIE
POLLOCK'S
SUCCESS
A huge congratulations to Minnie who has been selected
to represent the England U18 team. She will join up with
the squad after an impressive spell in the national U16
team and representing Investec National League North
Division 1 side Ben Rhydding Hockey Club.
Last year, Minnie secured her first cap for the U16 team in
a 5-0 win against Ireland.
Mrs Bessey said: “ I am so proud of Minnie, I know how
hard she has worked to achieve this incredible success
and it is fully deserved. To represent your country at any
sport is a huge privilege and an incredible achievement.
I know that Minnie will face new challenges next year at
Repton where she will be a sports scholar but I am sure
that she will be a name to watch for in the future.”
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THORNTON
GCSE DRAMA

ELDMIRE
GCSE DRAMA
Our Eldmire Drama GCSE students devised the piece
‘Dysmorphia’ which was finally performed to an appreciative
audience of Leckby & Eldmire students. Originally due to
be performed in May, but sadly postponed, the students
worked hard to create an entertaining and informative
piece that explored the themes of bullying and eating
disorders. This performance will contribute to 30% of their
GCSE Grade. It was an amazing performance and was
enjoyed by all who saw it.
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The Thornton Drama GCSE practical performances took
place on Thursday 20th May 2021. Their performances
were watched by their friends and some of the younger
students, and the small audience was blown away by the
students’ maturity and confidence as they performed.
The extracts came from ‘The Crucible’ by Arthur Miller,
‘Chatroom’ by Enda Walsh and ‘A Day in the Death of Joe
Egg’ by Peter Nicholls. Miss Vile wishes this year’s Drama
students the best of luck in the future, they have been a
credit to their families and to the school, and I will miss
them. To those who are continuing their dramatic studies,
I know they will enjoy the new challenges this will bring,
and to those who are focusing on other subjects, I hope
that they will continue to participate in drama activities out
of the classroom.
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ELDMIRE AND
THORNTON'S
A fresh start to the year and the D of E season brought new
challenges. Due to the expeditions being cancelled in the
summer term, students came back to school hoping to
get their expedition sections all signed off. Unfortunately,
a false start in October due to lock down meant another
wait until they could carry out their practice and qualifying
expeditions.
Finally, after many false starts, the students of Thornton
were able to venture out to the Cleveland Hills and
carry out the practice expedition for their silver award.
The expeditions were a little different to normal with no
camping involved but students still had the challenge of
carrying all their equipment with them. Thornton’s first
day went very well. Despite the threat of rain looming over
them for the entire day, they got on with the task in hand.
However, it was not all plain sailing for them. One student
arrived at one of the checkpoints to meet the leaders with
what can only be described as a comedy walking boot; the
sole of the boot decided that half way through the first day
of the expedition was the opportune time to leave the rest
of the boot! After a quick repair involving lots of duct tape,
the group set off again to complete the day. To complete
day one, all groups were collected and taken back to
school to cook their meal for that evening. Once back in
the grounds of Cundall, the students cooked under the
shelter of the Upper School.
Day two saw the students starting their walk at Cod Beck
reservoir where they had finished the night before. One
student even put in some extra miles as she chose to walk
from her front door in Osmotherly to meet her group at the
reservoir. Again, all students had a brilliant day dodging
showers and witnessing comedic misfortunes with walking
boots to successfully complete the practice part of their
expedition.

Three weeks later, Thornton were out again for their
qualifying expedition in the spectacular Yorkshire Dales.
All three groups successfully navigated their way through
the Dales, passing through the new home of the James
Herriot series, Grassington, and over Malham Cove which
is now world famous after featuring in several TV shows
and even taking a starring role in the hit Harry Potter film
series. Once over the cove it was a gentle walk down into
Malham to complete their silver expedition.
Next up was the turn of Eldmire. Since they were unable
to complete their bronze qualifying expedition they now
needed to do both their bronze qualifying and silver
practice expeditions. Luckily for them, D of E changed
the rules to allow them to use their bronze qualifying
expedition as their silver practice. So, late in the summer
term they descended on Bainbridge to start the expedition
weekend. As luck would have it, they were greeted by
glorious sunshine as well!  
The first day saw them walking past Aysgarth Falls and
under Castle Bolton to their finish point in Redmire. Day
two started in Redmire and all three groups made their
way to the racehorse capital of the North, Middleham.
After a couple of navigation errors by two of the groups,
they all made it there successfully just in time for them to
witness the RAF practicing low flying over the town in a
Hercules.
Well done to both year groups on completing the relevant
expeditions after so many false starts and under tough
circumstances. Once again, they proved that Cundall
students have lots of patience and resilience.
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GO-KART RACE

It was a day to remember as the famous Go-Kart race
returned after a year’s hiatus. Not only did 30 entries
complete the hay bale lined track, but the variety of
vehicles on show provided a perfect start to the day.
Well done to Noah for claiming the trophy with Katy,
Christabel and Mary joining Noah on the podium.
Thank you to everyone for cheering on our brave
contestants and we are already looking forward to 2022.
Another superb Cundall event.
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CHICKEN
RACING

STAFF VS
THORNTON

Mr Bayne surprised the whole school on Friday morning
with a chicken race. Harry, Charlie, Mrs Bessey and Mr
Couttie dressed up for the occasion and were tasked with
an obstacle course.
Up at the chicken enclosure, our hens got into the end
of half-term fun with some relays, ably assisted by our
Chicken Monitors.
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Yet another one of our annual events, our eldest students
took on our staff members in a thrilling game of hockey.
Congratulations to Thornton who have broken the staff’s
winning streak with a 2-1 win. It was a hard fought victory
but they did it in style and a big thank you to everyone
that got involved.
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YORKSHIRE THREE PEAKS

COMBAT
FIGHTING
Plucky pupils tackled the Yorkshire 3 Peaks in scorching
weather. The youngsters engaged in the notoriously
challenging route that entails over 1500m of ascent.
The famous challenge is now a well established tradition at
school and our pupils did fantastically well to accomplish
this feat.
Well done to everyone that participated in this amazing
endeavour and you should be very proud of yourselves. It
wasn’t easy but it gives you all the experience and training
you’ll need as you take on the Duke of Edinburgh award in
the coming years.
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Leckby students were treated to a day-long workshop led
by Mark Ruddick from Squire Combat. The day began
with an introduction to the basics of hand-to-hand combat
then quickly moved onto sword work. The students loved
the opportunity to work with wooden swords, and some
students were even allowed to use the heavier metal
swords. At the end of the day the students choreographed
their own fight sequences and then performed them to the
group. An amazing and educational time was had by all!
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INFLATABLE
DAY

Pupils from Form 5 to Eldmire were surprised with an
inflatable day. Pupils got to complete a giant water slide,
assault course and many more activities. Even with the
lack of sunshine it was thoroughly enjoyed.
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ST IVES
The Eldmire GCSE art and textiles trip this year took
place, accompanied by Mrs Pearson and Mr Vale, in
the beautiful town of St Ives in Cornwall. Scott Mills on
Radio 2 announced our departure and played us a tune
to punctuate the long journey in the school minibus. Our
arrival was made even more exciting by the added activity
of the G7 and the presence of helicopters, naval ships
and lots of police which made the atmosphere in the town
quite surreal. The summit didn’t really affect us luckily and
we embarked on a busy 3 days of activities that included a
tour of the Leach potteries and ceramic workshop, where
we made and decorated tea bowls; visits to the Tate St
Ives; the Hepworth museum as well as sketching and
watercolour workshops with local artist Greg Humphries.
An early start one morning saw us the first arrivals at St
Michael’s Mount, arriving through the mist was amazing.

A tour of the castle and gardens was very inspiring. The
island is steeped in history and incredibly magical, it is no
wonder so many artists have painted it, from JMW Turner
to Ken Howard. Later the Tremenheere sculpture park, set
in beautiful gardens overlooking the Mount showed how
art can work in the landscape. A relatively new destination,
it has a great collection of works from the likes of David
Nash, Richard Long and Peter Randall-Page, amongst
others, set in a beautiful wooded valley. The final activity
was surfing and the students made the most of the waves
at the stunning Porthmeor beach.
The students have been studying the work of the St Ives
artists in school throughout this year and the opportunity
of seeing and experiencing the work in context, as well
as seeing the wonderful light and scenery of Cornwall
brought everything to life. All in all a fantastic trip.
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TOAD OF
TOAD HALL

MUSIC
CONCERT
After ‘Toad of Toad Hall’ our talented musicians took to the
stage. We also had our last performance by Bangers and
Thrash and they sure did go out with a bang.
Thank you to all the musicians for putting on a fantastic
performance and thank you to all parents and grandparents
for the support.

After many weeks of rehearsing, pupils in Form 5 and
Form 6 put on a fantastic performance of the production
‘Toad of Toad Hall’. Thank you to all the pupils involved
with the production. Thank you also to all of the parents
and grandarents who came to watch the production.
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SPORTS
DAYS
It was an overall victory for Normans after a fantastic two
days of competition. Thank you to everyone who took part
and gave it their all for their house. Thank you also to all
of our parents and grandparents who came to cheer on
our athletes and helped create a wonderful supportive
atmosphere for our pupils.
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PRE PREP SPORTS DAY

THORNTON LEAVERS EVENING

At the end of every year we have to say goodbye to our
Thornton pupils. This year we had lovely evening under
our marquee celebrating their time at Cundall and the
hard work they put in throughout. We wish you all well in
your next steps and we’ll miss you all.
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SPEECH
DAY

This year we managed to hold a face-to-face Speech Day.
It was a brilliant opportunity to celebrate the success of all
our pupils across the year.
We would also like to say a massive thank you to our guest
speaker Justine Greene who gave the school a fantastic
insight into her career in the media industry.
Scan the QR code to see our Speech
Day again on video.
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END OF TERM PRIZEGIVING
MICHAELMAS TERM 2020

SPEECH DAY ACADEMIC PRIZES

Form
Nursery A
Reception S
PP1P
PP1W
PP2C
1E
1R
2D
2K
3C
3R
4R
4V
5C
5L
6H
6OC
6SC
LECKBY J
LECKBY C
ELDMIRE J
ELDMIRE N
THORNTON B
THORNTON C
THORNTON H

Eloise Doyle
Neave Pittaway
Ellie Reece
Matilda Mills
Frank Newbould
Edith Mills
Jessica Read
Sofia Cumming
Aoife Howard
Elspeth El-Sayeh
Poppy Rogerson
William Poole
Yolanda Secouet
Mia Jaffar
Max Studholme
Kaitlin Keens
Henry Porter
Sam Pearson
Jolyon Mindenhall
Fenton Hadfield
Charlie Tyldsley-Macgill
Myles Watkinson
Jacob Pursey
Dylan Goodwin
Casey Chapman

Resilience
Independence
Independence
Friendship
Respect
Resilience
Friendship
Independence
Respect
Responsibility
Respect
Resilience
Responsibility
Friendship
Friendship
Independence
Resilience
Responsibility
Respect
Resilience
Independence
Independence
Resilience
Respect
Independance

George Sowray
Rufus Pritchard
Rupert Owens
Bertie Cowton
Darcey Tuer
Otis Bramall-Peill
William Potter
Harry Gardner
Archie Wells
Liza Potter
Harry Sadler
Imogen Scott
Alistair Broadwith
Isabella Vere
Olivia Matten
Harry Todd
Tom Edwards
Archie Blair
James Slater
Gabriel El-Sayeh
Lucy Strong
Harry Hart
Sam Junjie Guo
Noah Armstrong
Milly Baker

Respect
Friendship
Resilience
Respect
Independence
Responsibility
Resilience
Respect
Respect
Resilience
Responsibility
Friendship
Respect
Resilience
Respect
Respect
Respect
Resilience
Responsibility
Independence
Resilience
Resilience
Respect
Independence
Excellence

English

Mathematics

Science

Humanities

The Arts

Languages

Citizenship

1

Florence
Cowton

Harry
Hardy

George
Thyne

Harry
Swiers

Arya
Francis

Otis
Bramall-Peill

Eliza
Sample

2

Kiki
Fletcher

Willow
Goor

Archie
Wells

Henry
Hale

Finn
Hughes

Amelie
Craig

Harry
Gardner

3

Sophia
Konfortov

Orlando
Goor

Emily
Vitler

Edward
Hadfield

Freddie
Swiers

Annie
Little

Hetty
Glover

4

Oliver
Wilson

Joshua
Reece

Alistair
Broadwith

James
MacRae

Xander
Smith

Beth
Takieddine

Yolanda
Secouet

5

Jennifer
Edwards

Alfred
Abbey

Lorcan
Branton

Harvey
Mercer

Andrew
Sturdy

Indy
Kirby

Liv
Matten

6

Eleanor
Smith

Katie
Wilkinson

Tom
Edwards

Nancy
Manners

Henry
Porter

Christabel
Turton

Amelia
Moon

Leckby

Sarah
Townsend

James
Townsend

Stuart
Broadwith

Imogen
Ward-Verity

Elizabeth
Thompson

Harry
Henson

Jolyon
Mindenhall

Eldmire

Jaya
Duree

Josie
Sample

Ethan
Ingram

Emily
Williamson

Lucy
Strong

Poppy
Price

Rebecca
Banks

Thornton

Aran
Shamir

Joseph
Scott

Milly
Baker

Lily
Watkinson

Dylan
Goodwin

Emily
Hartley

William
Blythman

END OF TERM PRIZEGIVING
LENT TERM 2021

APPOINTMENTS

Form
Nursery A
Reception S
PP1P
PP1W
PP2C
1E
1R
2D
2K
3C
3R
4R
4V
5C
5L
6H
6OC
6SC
LECKBY J
LECKBY C
ELDMIRE J
ELDMIRE N
THORNTON B
THORNTON C
THORNTON H

Ralph Rafferty
Harry Pilling
Poppy Watson
Lydia Duckett
Henry Green
Clemmie Taylor-Seaman
Arya Francis
Isabella Bessey
Eve Jessop
Lily Rock
Henrietta Glover
Oliver Wilson
Milly Robson
Annabel Mindenhall
Henry Land
Georgia Foster
William Keens
Matilda Cadogan
Ned Vallance
James Townsend
Emily Williamson
Tom Hills
Minnie Pollock
Sam Earley
Poppy Mortimer

Responsibility
Responsibility
Respect
Responsibility
Friendship
Independence
Excellence
Responsibility
Independence
Responsibility
Responsibility
Excellence
Responsibility
Friendship
Resilience
Resilience
Excellence
Excellence
Independence
Excellence
Responsibility
Independence
Resilience
Independence
Friendship
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Margo Swiers
Florence Sowray
Tom Howie
William Calvert
Elena Takieddine
Thea Hughes
Frederick Campbell
Annabelle Marston
Finn Hughes
Lilia Wells
George Pick
Gus Fenby
Oliver Lee
Alfred Abbey
Eva Shepherd
Alex Jones
Sam Gardiner
Becca Hymas
Sebastien Secouet
Oscar Bullock
Joseph Wilson
Isabelle Jones
Henry Grice-Holt
Emily Hartley
Joseph O’Gorman

Friendship
Excellence
Resilience
Resilience
Independence
Excellence
Resilience
Resilience
Excellence
Independence
Resilience
Resilience
Friendship
Independence
Independence
Independence
Independence
Independence
Resilience
Friendship
Resilience
Resilience
Independence
Independence
Independence

Saxons

Upper School Head Boy
Joseph Scott

Upper School Head Girl
Milly Baker

Main School Head Boy
Edward Little

Main School Head Girl
Eleanor Smith

Normans

Tudors

Stuarts

Upper School House Captains
Ben Wilkinson

Ciara O’Shea

Will Blythman

Emily Hartley

Main School House Captains
Katie Wilkinson

Timothy Cunliffe-Lister

Nancy Manners

Harry Todd

Pre-Prep House Captains
Frank Newbould

Kiki Goor

Freddie Feeley

Sophie Bessey

Upper School Prefects

Noah Armstrong, Will Blythman, Sam Earley, Scarlett Frank, Dylan Goodwin, Oliver Hadfield, Joanna Hill, Issey Kennedy, Poppy Mortimer,
Joseph O’Gorman, Connie Pride, Hugh Todd, Lily Watkinson, Ben Wilkinson
Main School Prefects

Mary Attwood, Archie Blair, Matilda Cadogan, Daniel Calje, Rocco Cockcroft, Timothy Cunliffe-Lister, Ashton Cartman-Williams,
Maddie Hart, JoJo Horn, Philippa Hill, Alexandra Jones, William Keens, Rishi Loftus, Amelia Lee, Nancy Manners, Freddie Marston,
Oscar Newton, Sam Pearson, Henry Porter, Emily Tuer, Katie Wilkinson
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The Botham Cup
William Booth

Foster Girls All-rounder Sports Cup
Minnie Pollock

The Music Trophy
James McPherson

Reeve Soccer Trophy
Aran Shamir

Senior Rugby
Henry Du Boulay

The Egg cup
Aoife Howard

The Beilby Cup
Sam Pearson

Kirby Senior Hockey Cup
Lauren Gaunt Edwards

The Head’s Award
Matilda Cadogan

The Gardener’s Shield
William Mallender

The Willis Senior Netball Cup
Joanna Hill

UK Maths Trust Award
Mark Liu

Caroline Stanley Senior Art Prize
Poppy Mortimer

Chorister Cup
Matilda Cadogan

Senior Victor Ludorum
Rishi Loftus

Hookway Effort Cup
Sam Guo

Sowerby Achievement Cup
Noah Armstrong

Kayll Endeavor Cup
Hugh Todd

Senior Victrix Ludorum
Maddie Hart

Intermediate Victor Ludorum
Tom Marshall

Intermediate Victrix Ludorum
Sophie Marshall

Outdoor Pursuits Award
Arthur Bradwell

The Smith DT Trophy
Joseph O’Gorman

The Junior Maths Cup
William Keens

U9 Victor Ludorum
Caleb Jones

U9 Victrix Ludorum
Kiki Fletcher

Caroline Stanley Prep School
Art Trophy
Maisy McClive

The Napier Drama Trophy
Issey Kennedy

Outdoor Pursuits Award
Arthur Bradwell

The Barwick-Ward Try Cup
Clemmie Taylor-Seaman

Book Prize for Contribution to
Boarding Life
Peter Richardson

SPEECH DAY
TROPHY WINNERS
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